
INVESTIGATION REPORT 

By: Keith Hayward CSM Hastings NSL 

Subject: Missing Money from Pay and Display Machine 11 High Knocke Car Park. 

Agent: NSL Folkestone  

Client: Shepway District Council (SDC) 

Background: 

High Knocke Car Park is situated on the A259 seafront on the border of Dymchurch and St Marys Bay 

and has two P&D machines numbers 11 and 41.   

On or about the 11th/12th April 2017 machine 11 was stolen. 

As a result a new stock machine was ordered and was fitted by SDC Handymen on Monday 22nd May 

and all the relevant keys were handed to NSL Supervisor  to await a Parkeon Engineer to 

attend and commission the new machine. 

This occurred on 25th May and once complete the Parkeon engineer placed the keys (2 sets) in the 

top box of machine 41 to await collection by NSL. 

On Friday 26th May CEO  picked up the keys (2 sets) and returned them to NSL 

Folkestone and handed them to CEO  who placed them (2 sets) in an unlocked drawer 

of the supervisor’s desk in the NSL office.  had informed SDC Officer Frederick Miller that the keys 

would be available for collection from NSL by 16:00hrs that day. 

Records show that at 15:20 hours on Wednesday 31st May 2017 an unauthorised entry was made 

into the cash box area of the new machine 11.  On Saturday 3rd June a scheduled collection by CSS 

was made from Machine 11.  Records show a discrepancy of £642.20. 

There are two distinct areas of concern surrounding this incident. 

1.  The Management and Security of cash box keys. 

2. The unauthorised entry and theft of money from the P&D machine. 

Although obviously both are linked I will deal with each as separate issues.  

Detail: 

NSL Folkestone. 

The offices of NSL are situated in the SDC Civic Centre and consist of one room which houses the 

Contract Manager, Supervisor, CEO changing area and briefing/note making table.  This leaves little 

or no room for privacy and all staff work in very close proximity of each other.  There is a mess 

room/kitchen but this is jointly used by NSL and SDC staff. 

The day to day running of the base is the responsibility of Supervisor  and there are no 

Senior CEOs within the rank structure to deputise for Peter when he is absent.  The only lockable 



object in this office is a filing cabinet that contains personal files and the petty cash tin.   

is the only person who holds a key to this cabinet. 

New P&D Machine Arrangement. 

The new machine was given the same reference number (11) by SDC as the old stolen machine.  

 took on the responsibility of liaising with SDC and Parkeon re the installation and 

commissioning of the machine.   was due to go on annual leave on 23rd May returning on 2nd June 

and had asked SDC at a previous monthly meeting if a replacement Supervisor could be sourced for 

annual leave period.  This was declined. 

On 19th May  had spoken with Parkeon to arrange for the engineer to attend and Commission 

the machine,  would be present and would be able to return the cash box keys to David 

Petcher of SDC. 

On 22nd May had been given the keys by SDC handymen following the installation and had 

placed them in an unlocked drawer in desk.  also took possession of the cash transfer box for 

the machine.  As the machine had not been commissioned SDC were aware and satisfied with NSL 

having possession of the keys at this time. 

Under normal circumstances NSL Folkestone do not have possession of any keys that relate to the 

cash box area of P&D machines and therefore do not have a secure key press available on their 

premises. 

It became apparent to  that Parkeon would not be commissioning the machine before  

started his annual leave so  arranged for CEO  to liaise with the Parkeon Engineer 

when  arrived for the keys.   is a CEO and has worked for NSL for 12 months.   is 

not a Senior CEO but had expressed an interest in progressing within the company and this was the 

first time  had been given a responsibility normally falling to a SCEO, Supervisor or Manager. 

At 14:15 on Wednesday 24th May, , a Parkeon Engineer collected both sets of keys from  

 in order to undertake the commissioning of machine 11.   did not attend the car park 

with the engineer. 

 was under the impression that this was the end of  responsibility and was therefore 

surprised when later that day when off duty,  received a call from the Parkeon Engineer asking 

what  should do with the keys.  The Parkeon engineer suggested that lock them in the top box 

area of the other P&D machine in the Car Park (41), to await collection by NSL.    

agreed to this arrangement as it had been done before at other locations. 

On Friday 26th May  arranged for CEO  to pick up the keys from machine 

41 and return them to  at NSL base.  Frederick Miller of SDC telephoned  that day to ask 

about machine 11 and informed him that it had been commissioned and the keys would be 

ready for collection at NSL by 1600 that day.   

 returned the keys to  who placed them in the same unlocked desk drawer. 



 states that  did not touch the keys again but remembers noticing them in the drawer during 

Sunday 28th May when was looking for an unconnected item. 

Findings: 

The following two points have been established beyond reasonable doubt 

1. The new machine was accessed without authority at 15:20 hours on Wednesday 31st May 

and monies were removed amounting to £642.20. 

2. NSL had possession of all keys relevant to Machine 11 in an unlocked desk drawer from 26th 

May to 2nd June. 

It is not disputed that under normal circumstances NSL Folkestone do not have possession of any 

cash related keys and do not have systems in place to securely keep and manage keys of this nature.  

However, having taken possession of them they should have either been returned immediately or as 

soon as was practical, to SDC or kept in a secure location within NSL premises. 

There are other areas of concern that impact on this incident. 

1. If there had been a deputy for  he/she would take on full Supervisory 

responsibility including the key for the secure cabinet. 

2. The Parkeon Engineer could have returned the keys direct to SDC as soon as the machine 

was commissioned and not have involved a third party, (NSL), in this process. 

3. Frederick Miller of SDC was aware that the keys were available at NSL on 26th and therefore 

could have arranged for their collection on that day. 

If any one of these points had been implemented the theft would have been prevented. 

The Theft: 

Evidence:  The only evidence available is circumstantial as there are no known witnesses to 

the theft or any CCTV at the scene. 

Access:  All NSL employees and some SDC employees have access to the area that contains 

the NSL Enforcement office.  Access by NSL staff is gained through a locked door by use of 

personal issue swipe cards and there is a second door accessed by the same means which 

opens into the Enforcement Office.  The use of these cards is electronically recorded by SDC 

but this does not give an accurate account of who enters the building as often staff arrive 

together or the door is opened by a colleague leaving the building so use of the card is not 

required.  However, it does show when a particular card is used. 

Since the date of this incident the card system has been changed. 

Knowledge:  I understand that it was common knowledge that a new P&D machine had 

been installed in High Knocke Car Park following the theft of the old machine 



The only person we know had knowledge of the location of the keys prior to the theft was 

CEO . 

CEO  knew the keys were in possession of NSL but states that  did not know 

where they had been put once handed them in but states that e had discovered them in 

the drawer on Thursday 1st June following a telephone call from SDC asking for the keys.    

It is possible, and indeed probable, that other members of the staff new of the location of 

the keys as the office is used by all, it is small and the drawer was unlocked but there is no 

evidence that this was the case.   

Opportunity: Clearly the keys were removed prior to the theft and replaced afterwards but 

we do not know when they were taken or replaced. 

The evidence given by  is that put two sets of keys in the drawer on 26th 

May, noticed that they were still there on Sunday 28th. This is not corroborated. 

 We also know that they were in the drawer on 2nd June when Supervisor  

returned from annual leave.  

If this evidence is accepted then they could have been taken at anytime on 29th, 30th or 31st 

which is the day of the theft. 

The most probable day would have been on the 31st and it is most likely they were returned 

on the same day. 

The keys were not labelled as to which fitted what part of the P&D machine. 

There were six CEOs on duty that day, four of which were still on duty at the time of the 

theft.  The on street logs entered by them do not place them in the vicinity of the relevant 

car park at the time of the theft, in fact they are recorded as being in Folkestone. 

The other two officers,  and , were due to finish their shifts at 

15:30 having been together in the mobile Patrol Unit  The on street log completed by both 

officers finished at 14:47 when they left Sandgate Esplanade.  Normally there would be an 

entry when they arrived back at base to book off duty but on this occasion that had not 

been entered.  The other area of concern was that the door card record for  

showed that he re-entered the building at 15:57.  

 At interview  stated that the on street log had not been completed because they had 

forgotten to make the final entry.   explained that at the end of a shift one of them would 

complete both HHC on street logs whilst the other dealt with the NSL vehicle. This would 

account for both logs finishing at exactly the same time.   also stated that this had been 

the last shift for them both before some days off so they had gone to the town for a coffee.  

 had then returned to the base to pick up personal items before going home.   



The only other officer who had booked on duty despite being on annual leave was  

.  He had been contacted by SDC employee Frederick Miller, and been asked to help 

out with some suspension signs in Folkestone which he agreed to do.  states that this had 

taken  until 15:30 to complete.  This request by SDC has been corroborated by Mr 

Frederick Miller.  

The other 3 CEOs were off duty and their whereabouts at the time of the theft is unknown.  

There is no evidence that they entered the base at any time on the 31st May or any 

suggestion that they were at High Knocke Car Park and in view of this they have not been 

interviewed. 

,  and  all deny attending High Knocke Car Park at 

any time on 31st May. 

I feel that I have exhausted all reasonable enquiries with regard to this loss and unless any 

further evidence comes to light the identity of the offender/offenders will remain unknown. 

 

Keith Hayward 

CSM NSL Hastings 

 

 

 

 

  




